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Session 5 - Jumping Future 
 
 
John Madden (FEI 1st Vice President and Chair of Jumping Committee) opened the session, and 
emphasised the need to change and to continually strive to strengthen the equestrian sport’s 
position on the Olympic Programme.  
Citing the Olympics Agenda 2020 and the recommendations from the World Equestrian Games 
(WEG) 2014 Evaluation, he made a detailed presentation comprising the proposals for the 
changes to the Jumping qualification and competition formats in the Olympic Games and the 
WEG. It was highlighted that a number of stakeholders were consulted in preparing the 
proposal. 
He also provided an update on the Event Classification System and the CSI Invitation System. 
 
Olympic Games proposals 
The highlights of the proposals presented by John Madden included the following: 
• Increase in number of flags represented while maintaining the current quota (75 

participants), qualification through existing system, but with 5 additional teams 
• Completely separate individual and team competitions – in a shortened format 
• Teams of 3 athletes, no drop score 
• Individual competition before the team competition 
 
The feasibility of running cost effective regional qualifiers taking into account quarantine 
restrictions in some countries, questions whether there would be enough nations that could 
field an Olympic level team, were cited by John Madden as some of the concerns that had been 
expressed during the preparation of the proposal. 
It was pointed out that the format of 3 combinations per team, no drop score, organising the 
team competition after the individual competition, as well as regional qualifications would 
require further discussion and the views expressed by the Sports Forum participants would 
indeed be considered. The IOC would also be consulted about the possibility of substituting 
reserve combinations. Furthermore, the possibility of having 2 rest days between the 
Individual and Team competitions would need to be discussed with Dressage and Eventing 
stakeholders. 
 
World Equestrian Games proposals 
John Madden then presented the qualification and competition format for WEG, maintaining 
some of the themes from the Olympic Games proposals such as, completely separate 
individual and team competitions, teams of 3 athletes, no drop score, and organising the team 
competition after the individual competition. Additionally, team qualification through the FEI 
Nations Cup™ series and a Nations Ranking (based on points of each NFs best 3 athletes on 
the Longines Rankings) was presented. 
He emphasized the advantages of making competitions more media friendly and manageable 
for the Organising Committee, with more compact formats. 
It was also mentioned that the WEG Team Championship could serve as that year’s FEI 
Nations Cup™ Final, which would lead to horses not having to jump in two demanding events 
at the end of the outdoor season. 
 
Important messages from the Q&A and Panel Discussion regarding Olympics and 
WEG 

The main points raised were related to the proposed change to teams of 3 without drop score, 
Team competition after Individual competition. Concerns were raised in a lively discussion by 
delegates, NF representatives, Chef d’Equipes from several countries (AUS, CAN, CHI, FRA, 
GER, GBR, GRE, NED, PUR, SUI, USA, …). 
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• It was mentioned that the change to teams of 3 could lead to only experienced riders 
getting on the team, thus curtailing the opportunity for youth involvement. Also, additional 
performance pressure could lead to questions about horse welfare. Another remark was 
about the disappointment and potentially less drama caused if the first combination of the 
team had a bad score.  
John Madden acknowledged the remarks and mentioned that while a bad score from the 
first combination would be disappointing for that team, it could also serve to heighten the 
dramatic elements of the competition, as has been the case with some other sports (such 
as dropping the baton in a relay race). He also remarked that while indeed it would be nice 
to have the luxury of a drop score, but this is not understood well by the fans and media 
when compared to other sports. Very importantly, regarding the pressure – it is the same 
with 4 combinations, and that being one of only three counting scores would mean an even 
greater premium on protecting horse welfare. The delegate from CAN added that teams of 
3 without drop score had been tried, and felt that it worked well. 
 

• Some of the delegates questioned the organisation of the Team competition after the 
Individual competition citing that the Individual Final has been traditionally considered a 
more valued competition of the sport, and so it should be held as the last completion. 
John Madden remarked that it was important to have everyone jump the same rounds and 
with the Individual competition first, everyone would compete under the same conditions. 
Running the Team competition first could put pressure on NFs in case one of their riders 
did not want to enter so as to keep the horse fresh for the individual competition later. 
 

• Concern was raised that the removal of drop scores may lead to designing less challenging 
courses. 
John Madden responded that the qualification rounds (heats) may have slightly moderate 
courses, but the finals would have courses of the highest level. 
 

• Another comment raised the question of a possible negative impact on horse owners from 
leading equestrian nations that smaller teams (3 instead of 4 combinations) could create. 
However, at the same time, this format would offer the opportunity for horse owners from 
5 more NFs that could qualify because of the increase in number of flags resulting from the 
decrease in number of team members. 
 

John Madden explained that the proposals were a basis for discussion and all the points made 
at the Sports Forum would be discussed. He stressed that once clear guidance of when and 
how reserve combinations could be used was received from the IOC, the proposals would be 
reviewed by the Jumping Committee and further feedback would be sought from all 
stakeholders. 
 
Event Classification and CSI Invitation Systems  
John Madden provided a brief update on the ECS, including the possibility of choosing 3-4 
events to become 6* events, following which Stephan Ellenbruch provided a detailed 
presentation on the CSI Invitation System. The primary features of the proposed new system 
were ease of understanding and usage, and a high degree of transparency. It was mentioned 
that this could lead to modification of Longines Ranking rules, however John Madden clarified 
that this was only a starting point and that the Jumping Committee would take the necessary 
time to further work on the system. 
During the Q&A, a representative from the Global Champions Tour remarked that the ranking 
points should be related to technical requirements of a competition, and not all wildcards 
should be considered as pay cards, as sometimes it is very important for an OC to invite a 
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specific rider to promote the show. In response, John Madden mentioned that it was important 
to consider equity in the marketplace and that the Jumping Committee would look at a timeline 
for unifying the CSI requirements worldwide.  
Delegates from GER NF mentioned support for the Event Classification and CSI Invitation 
Systems, and suggested to introduce 100% flexibility to invitations, with the number of their 
invitations inversely proportional to the ranking points. A representative from the Longines 
Masters also requested to build some level of flexibility for OCs while developing new formats. 
 
Towards the end of the session, Ziyad Abduljawad (representative from Furusiyaa) cited the 
innovations in the Nations Cup and emphasised the need for continuing innovation in order to 
be sustainable and exciting. 
John Madden thanked Ziyad for incentivising as well as proposing innovation.   
 
Moderator: 
Richard Nicoll 
 
Panellists/Key Note Speakers: 
John Madden, FEI 1st Vice President and Chair of Jumping Committee 
John Roche, FEI Director Jumping 
Stephan Ellenbruch, Member Jumping Committee  
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